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Message from the 
ACTA Chair

2022 was neither the worst of times nor the best of times for the travel industry but it was surely the best since 
the start of the pandemic in 2020 and a busy year too for ACTA and our Members. 

As welcome as it was to see the relaxation of travel barriers unleash a surge in demand for travel, it was soon 
evident that 2022 would be a bumpy ride for travelers along with those of us still active in the travel and tourism 
industry. 

It was a year for rebuilding. The sudden high demand for travel left many in our industry trying to meet the 
demand short-handed.  

We know more than 1,000 travel agencies in Canada closed by 2022 and many more travel agents retired or left 
to find viable employment outside the industry. Across the board, the workforce in travel and tourism occupations 
was far different by 2022 than at the onset of the pandemic.  

Staff shortages in 2022 were contributing factors in a variety of scenarios that resulted in costly travel delays, 
cancellations, long lineups at airports and borders, and the availability of air controllers and flight crews that 
surfaced through the year. The magnitude of disruptions also led to baggage chaos at several airports including 
Pearson International and subsequent ripple effects through the travel ecosystem like hotels, cruises, tours, and 
ground transportation.  

Further disruptions were caused by unusually severe summer and winter weather affecting travel over widespread 
areas of North America, Europe, and Asia. As the year was closing, the Southwest airlines software meltdown 
during the Christmas-New Year period resulted in 17,000 flight cancellations, hundreds of thousands of stranded 
passengers, and an immediate cost to the airline of over 800 million dollars. Such setbacks diminish the travel 
experience and delay the financial come-back for the travel industry. 

ACTA exists to foster the success and prosperity of our Members to ensure consumers have professional and 
meaningful travel counselling by providing effective leadership in key strategic areas on behalf of the retail travel 
industry members. 

As much as ACTA has focused much of our advocacy attention on financial aid for our travel agencies, travel 
agents and independent travel contractors to survive the devasting impacts of the pandemic, we have also been 
very attentive to preparing ACTA members with the tools necessary for them to succeed during recovery.  

Full recovery for the travel industry and our ACTA Members will take the same intensity we showed in our fight to 
survive the pandemic. Grassroots support and engagement by ACTA Members are key components in our efforts 
to hasten the rebuilding process.  

 In late 2022 ACTA began developing our Strategic Imperatives for the next two years. Our plans involve 
representing the unified voice of Canadian travel agencies, independent travel advisors, and other travel 
professionals through strategic advocacy, education, certification, and active member engagement. We also 
address ways to rebuild the workforce needed throughout the travel industry, and particularly Retail Travel. 

There are still challenges ahead, but working together I am confident we can smooth the path to recovery for 
ACTA members, our industry, and the travelling public.  

Mary Jane Hiebert CTC
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Message from the 
ACTA President 

2022 was an unpredictable year for ACTA, our members, and the general public as we began the transition from 
crisis mode at the onset of the pandemic, to a period somewhere between crisis and full recovery. For every step 
forward to recovery there were unexpected and often unwelcome events that stalled the momentum we had 
been gaining and new priorities were emerging for ACTA to address in advocating on behalf of our Members.  

Overall, 2022 was a bumpy year. Just when there was confidence that widespread vaccinations could jump-
start the recovery, the omicron virus surfaced in late 2021. Less deadly but more contagious than Covid-19, the 
omicron variant prompted the re-instatement of many business and personal restrictions that continued into the 
beginning of 2022. It was a devastating set-back, but one we were better prepared for than at the onset of the 
pandemic thanks to the intensity and effectiveness of our advocacy efforts since March 2020. When omicron 
stalled the recovery, rent and wage subsidies were already in place for Travel agencies and agents through May 
of 2022 and that was a huge benefit to most of our membership.  

2022 did see some major milestones on the road to recovery. In late February, Canada approved rapid testing to 
replace burdensome PCR testing. That immediately triggered an onslaught of travel bookings because it became 
much easier to leave and re-enter Canada. Count me as among those to jump at the chance to travel for the first 
time since the pandemic and by March I happily travelled with a group of 20 family members for a trip I always 
describe “like being in heaven.” Later in the year, the Canada-US border re-opened after more than two years of 
heavy pressure from groups on both sides of the border. ACTA was excited to be able to host in-person events 
again with fall Travel Summits in Ontario, Quebec and British Columbia. 

There were also setbacks though. Eager travelers were often frustrated and sometimes enraged when their first 
trips since 2020 became nightmares with flight delays and cancellations caused primarily by severe summer and 
winter storms, baggage issues, staffing shortages and outdated computer systems. This was not the recovery 
anyone imagined.  

We always knew the journey to meaningful recovery from the pandemic for Canada’s travel agencies and agents 
would be long and sometimes painful. ACTA has worked extremely hard to stay focused on our mission to foster 
the success and prosperity of travel agencies and travel agents. Through our on-going advocacy work and the 
important grassroots participation in advocacy from our membership, ACTA became more influential, more 
respected and a more integral part of the travel ecosystem that includes airports, airlines, hotel operators, cruise 
lines, tourism bureaus and others in travel and tourism who are working to get back on track with our businesses. 
ACTA knows just how vital our Travel Agencies and Travel Advisors will be in helping to achieve a successful 
recovery for the travel industry and profitability for Retail Travel professionals. 

The challenges ahead of us are as real and as important as those we have overcome since March 2020. Our 
Strategic Plan for 2023 and 2024 focuses on what success will look like when the goals we set are realized. 
We can do this together. Your engagement is an essential part of our plans. Get excited about rebuilding and 
strengthening ACTA’s ability to influence how the travel industry can again contribute to Canada’s economic 
prosperity and better serve the needs of Canadians who want and need to travel for business and leisure and 
connecting with their families. 

Wendy Paradis
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Focused on Success 

Priorities Evolve 

Everything changed when the pandemic was declared – and keeps 
changing at random intervals as governments grapple with multiple health 
and financial impacts caused by COVID-19 and its variants. From the onset 
of the pandemic, ACTA quickly understood the immediate impacts on the 
travel and tourism industries and the urgent need to act aggressively to 
secure survival on behalf of ACTA Members and the entire Canadian travel 
industry. Canada’s travel agencies would collapse without government 
support for workers and for wage and rent subsidies to help them stay 
afloat. Travel is too important to Canadians and our economy for Canada’s 
travel industry to fail. 

All stakeholders in Canada’s travel eco-system – including carriers and airports, tour operators, hotels and cruises 
lines – were in the same financial crisis as travel agencies and travel agents and made similar recommendations to 
government to avoid the complete collapse of Canada’s travel industry.  

Within the first year of the pandemic, ACTA submitted a 2021 Tourism and Travel Recovery Plan with specific 
recommendations for Travel Agency and Travel Agent Support and Recovery. These were new priorities for 
ACTA. They were not even on the horizon when 2020 began but became ACTA’s highest priorities when faced 
with shutdowns and quarantines, severe travel restrictions and health protocols.  

There were still reasons for worry as 2022 began; restrictions re-instated 
because of the omicron threat were still in place; wage and rent subsidies 
were in place for travel agencies but not for independent contractors, 
eager travelers were waiting for the cumbersome PCR testing requirements 
to ease before booking travel and the Canada-US border was still closed. 
The bleak start to the year would soon change and begin a welcome surge 
of travel bookings. By fall, the Canada-US border would also re-open.  

It was time for ACTA to re-visit our strategic priorities for the next two years. 

Setting Strategic Imperatives for 2023-2024 

ACTA’s effectiveness on behalf of our membership during the first years of the pandemic was based on the 
elevated level of input, engagement, and support we received from our members and other stakeholders in the 
travel eco-system about the lifelines that were needed to avoid the complete collapse of Canada’s travel industry. 
Equally important to our effectiveness was the acknowledgement that Canadians want and need to travel for 
business, leisure and family reasons and that travel agents will play a vital role during the recovery by providing 
valued knowledge and professionalism in an ever-changing travel environment. The so-called new normal is in 
constant flux with complex stresses on many stakeholders that will take time to sort out. 

In 2022, we began the process of developing our strategic imperatives for the next two years knowing that it will 
be a work in progress, fed by continuous input from our Members and other travel professionals and by potential 
recovery-related issues that arise in the next 24 months. 

ACTA 2023-2024  
Strategic Imperatives 
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Mission: To represent the unified voice of Canadian Travel Agencies, 
Independent Travel Advisors, and other travel professionals, through 
strategic advocacy, education, certification, and active member 
engagement. 

Vision: To be recognized as a primary catalyst for the success of the 
industry ensuring that Travel Agencies and Travel Advisors are thought of as 
vital and expert travel resources.  

Strategic Imperatives are goals ACTA believes must be met by the end of 
2024.  

ACTA’s Advocacy Goal: To be a unified voice to Government and Industry, provincially, federally, and globally. 

Accomplishing this goal includes:  

• surveying Members on a continuous basis on key issues to determine and prioritize key issues 
• identifying committee members to isolate key issues, consolidate data and act on issues 
• Cross-industry advocacy partnerships  

ACTA’s Recruitment Goal: To attract and retain talent by promoting a healthy, vibrant Retail Travel Industry. 

Accomplishing this goal includes: 

• Tools for attracting new travel agents to the industry, 
• Promoting Travel Agent Essentials (TAE) through strategic communication channels, 
• Work placements, job board, job fairs and host agency opportunities 
• Collaboration with Tourism HR Canada workforce development partners  

ACTA’s Growth Goal: To significantly grow our membership base and ensure ACTA’s financial stability. 

Accomplishing this goal includes:  

• Demonstrating high value of ACTA membership to influence recovery of travel industry for the benefit of 
retail travel, our Members, and travel-minded consumers. 

• Retaining ACTA’s Travel Agency, Host Agency, Independent Travel Members and assertively attracting non-
Members currently active in retail travel  

• Attracting former Members who left the travel industry during the pandemic’s worst periods to return to retail 
travel and the benefits ACTA can provide to them  

• Growing the number of travel agents and travel personnel in ACTA with broader outreach to potential first-
time members who can benefit from our advocacy, education, promotion and networking opportunities 

• Engaging partners to help us grow our membership base.  
• Offsetting the number of memberships lost through travel agency closings and departures from the travel 

industry since 2020.  
• Researching new membership categories and fees 

ACTA 2023-2024  
Strategic Imperatives 
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ACTA’s Organizational Excellence Goal: To enhance ACTA’s internal operations to deliver predictably positive 
results consistent with the ACTA Strategic Plan. 

Accomplishing this goal includes: 

• Modernizing our current practices  
• Technology modernization 
• Attracting and retaining quality talent and filling gaps in the ACTA Team required to effectively meet the 

ongoing needs of our membership and the economic recovery of the travel industry. 
• Developing and implementing succession planning for key leaders and organizational roles to meet ongoing 

demands and improve employee satisfaction.  
• The development of the Strategic Plan recognizes the need to be agile and responsive to short-term 

fluctuations in the travel environment as Canada transitions from survival mode to recovery mode for the 
travel industry and our membership.  

ACTA’s Diversity, Equity, Inclusion and Accessibility Goal: To promote fair treatment and full participation 
for all people in the retail travel industry including those who have been under-represented because of their 
background, identity, ethnicity, or disability. 

Accomplishing this goal includes: 

• Add Diversity to ACTA’s efforts to attract Members, staff and Board Members 
• Ensure ACTA Summits include speakers and panelists who reflect DEIA 
• Add and promote accessibility training to ACTA’s online Education  
• Acknowledge and celebrate diversity through our website, articles, videos and social media  
• Proactively recruit a more diverse Board, regional councils, and committees for 2023 

ACTA 2023-2024  
Strategic Imperatives 
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We Advocate
Advocacy is nothing new for ACTA. For more than four decades ACTA 
has been the strong voice representing the interests of travel agencies, 
travel agents, and other travel professionals in retail travel. Our voice 
has never been more powerful or effective than since 2020 when the 
COVID-19 pandemic put the entire travel industry in crisis. 2022 stands 
out as the year we saw the importance of persistence in advocating 
for measures to alleviate the financial impacts of the pandemic on our 
members as well as measures required for eventual recovery from the 
crisis. Advocacy is a process for significant change and often takes time 
for goals to be achieved. Goals were achieved in 2022 and we continued 
to provide valuable input on issues that have both short-term and longer-
term implications for ACTA Members, the travel industry, and the traveling 
public. ACTA also began making plans for 2023 and 2024 and made 
Advocacy a strategic priority to be a unified voice to Government and the 
Industry provincially, federally, and globally. 

2022 Advocacy Highlights  

• 2022 began with travel restrictions in effect that were re-instated a 
month earlier to limit the spread of the less deadly but more contagious 
omicron variant of COVID-19. ACTA’s previous efforts to get financial 
support for our membership had led to an extension of wage and rent subsidies through until May 2023 
which was beneficial to travel agencies and their travel agents but did not apply to independent contractors. 
ACTA had overwhelming grassroots support as part of an intensive advocacy effort for an Independent Travel 
Agent Relief Program but we were unable to get financial aid for all. 

• The CCBA (Canada Emergency Business Account) and RRRF (Regional Relief and Recovery Fund) were both 
extended. 

• Following significant Advocacy effort with TICO (Travel Industry Council of Ontario) annual registration/
renewal fees and Compensation Fund contributions were waived. Likewise, Québec’s OPC also waived fees 
in response to ACTA advocacy. 

• In close collaboration with the Canadian Tourism Roundtable and the Coalition for Hardest-Hit Businesses, 
ACTA submitted recommendations to ease travel restrictions. Success was realized in February 2022 when 
the federal government lifted mandatory pre-departure molecular testing (PCR tests) for fully vaccinated 
travelers and replaced PCR tests with Rapid testing. This change opened the floodgates to booking air travel 
and began a surge in demand for travel.  

• In October, all border closures were lifted, a final victory in creating conditions for travel and tourism 
recovery. 

• Problems at Canada’s airports during the summer of 2022 included significant trip interruptions resulting 
from flight delays and cancellations, luggage delays and passport processing delays. ACTA advocated for 
investments by all stakeholders in the travel eco-system, including the federal government, to improve the 
travel experience which included reducing passport processing delays. 

• Through 2022, ACTA was closely engaged with the federal government, advocating for industry investments 
through the Tourism Growth Strategy and the federal budget. In association with TIAC (Tourism Industry of 
Canada), ACTA was in Ottawa at the TIAC Hill Day advocating for travel agencies and independent travel 
advisors, calling for increased federal investment and reduction of administrative barriers. 

 to government, suppliers, and other organizations with one strong voice. 
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• Provincially, ACTA maintains active advocacy programs across the country and particularly in the three 
regulated provinces of Ontario, Québec and British Columbia where discussions on the limitation of fees and 
red tape were ongoing with TICO, the OPC and BCCP. 

• As a Member of WTAAA (World Travel Agents Associations Alliance), ACTA sits on the IATA PAPGJC 
committee which provides critical feedback on industry regulations. ACTA was active on the committee and 
provided the perspective of Canada’s travel agency and travel agent community. 

• ACTA continued advocating to suppliers in the interest of protecting commission, establishing clear 
communication and calling for greater respect in the supplier-agent relationship. 

• Valuable consultations with the Independent Travel Agent Advisory Group, the Travel Agency Leaders 
Advisory Group, regional councils, and numerous committees provide opportunities for important feedback 
and help inform and guide Advocacy action. 

• ACTA held several advocacy townhalls with Members in 2022. In addition to continued updates on critical 
advocacy issues, these meetings also provided valuable resources on business continuity, and legal planning.  

Advocacy will remain an ACTA strategic imperative for 2023 and 2024 and we look forward to continued input 
from our membership on key issues that require advocacy with governments and industry provincially, federally 
and globally.   

We Advocate
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We Educate
Knowledge is powerful. One of the strongest arguments ACTA offered in favour of financial supports to Canada’s 
travel agencies, travel agents and independent contractors was the fact that ACTA Members would play a 
vital role in the industry’s economic recovery. There was general consensus that once the pandemic was under 
control, ACTA Members would be needed by the travel industry to offer valuable service to Canadian travelers 
because of their knowledge and professionalism in an ever-changing travel environment. 

ACTA’s commitment to elevating industry standards and professionalism through certification, accreditation and 
other opportunities for professional development attracted record-setting participation in the first two years of 
the pandemic. Participation remained at a high level through 2022 as Members upgraded their certifications and 
accreditations and stay current with rapid changes occurring in the travel industry so they can help rebuild the 
travel industry for the future.  

2022 Highlights 

Webinars 

• More than 2,000 Members registered for 38 webinars, most of which were available in English and French 
• ACTA webinars kept Members informed with topics that included: townhalls that updated on high-level 

advocacy initiatives, travel restrictions, and grassroots campaigns as well as Corporate Partner Updates and 
Destination Features. 

Travel Industry Specialist Programs 

• Over 40 specialist programs that allowed travel agents to increase continuing education credits. 

CTC, CTM Enrollments and Travel Insurance Exams  

• Members and Non-Members took advantage of the great savings 
towards the CTC and CTM Certification Enrollment while attending a 
dedicated webinar hosted by ACTA. 

• Certification and travel insurance exams continued to be aided by 
virtual proctoring services facilitated by ACTA and other regulating 
bodies as well as ACTA approved proctors. 

• In 2022, participation in ACTA’s online travel insurance program 
increased by 30% 

To elevate industry standards and professionalism through certification, accreditation, 
and other learning opportunities. 
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ACTA Summits  

• In-person ACTA Summits in Vancouver, Toronto and Laval, QC provided numerous professional development 
opportunities. 

• Over five hundred Members were in attendance to listen to knowledgeable and motivating speakers and 
discuss topics about moving the travel industry forward from COVID-19.  

Partnerships with Colleges and Travel Schools 

• Remote access through technology allowed ACTA to continue to work closely with our college partners and 
endorsed schools. Traditional in-person sessions were all completed virtually. 

• ACTA’s long standing collaboration with the college sector continued through 2022, and we continued to 
welcome graduates into the CTC program to further their development toward their careers. 

Travel Agent Essentials  

• There is a need to rebuild the retail travel workforce after the closure of more than 1,000 travel agencies 
during the pandemic and thousands of travel agents retired or left retail travel to find careers in other sectors. 
The Travel Agent Essentials (TAE) program continues to be tailored to everyone who wants to become a travel 
agent; those looking for new or second careers, aspiring entrepreneurs who want to become independent 
consultants, retirees and hobbyists who want to share their passion for travel with clients.  

• TAE provides foundational knowledge and training for entry level job opportunities. No textbooks are 
required, and students have unlimited online access, once enrolled.  

• 135 students took advantage of this great online learning program provided by ACTA; originally launched in 
July 2020, just months into the pandemic.  

• In 2022, students engaged in live virtual sessions with an ACTA Instructor to strengthen their learnings 
acquired through this program. 

ACTA’s educational programs will help revitalize the retail travel industry that was hit so hard by the pandemic. 
Travel industry expertise is a valuable service for Canadians who want and need to travel for business, leisure 
or family reasons and ACTA has prioritized providing the tools for travel agents to upgrade their knowledge, 
skills, certifications and accreditations, and help them stay current with all the changes taking place in the travel 
industry.  

It is also important to attract new talent to the retail travel industry to fill workforce shortages.  ACTA’s plans for 
2023 and 2024 include heavy promotion and social media campaigns about the TAE program intended to 
attract new talent and prepare them for roles as travel professionals.  

We Educate
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We Connect 

In-person connections were limited for much of 2022 but like most 
Canadians, ACTA and our membership used technology effectively to 
keep the lines of communication open to share information, conduct and 
participate in meetings and educational programs, and support each other 
in every way possible while still adhering to pandemic protocols in place at 
the time.  

The high level of engagement by members demonstrated their strong 
interest in what ACTA was doing on their behalf.  

The level of engagement in all ACTA endeavors was reflected in 
participation in grassroots advocacy campaigns, participation in 
educational programs to be ready for the recovery phase of the pandemic, 
and attendance at our Summits and townhalls.  

Heightened social media usage by ACTA increased the touch-points with 
our Members and the public to raise awareness of new developments 
impacting travel and the retail travel industry. 

Communication and collaboration with industry partners was also 
heightened as we worked in tandem to deliver industry updates, delivery of 
programs, and advocacy initiatives undertaken throughout 2022. 

2022 Highlights  

ACTA Committees and Business Tools 

• ACTA developed the Destination Committee, comprised of more than 70 destination partners, Members, 
and sponsors from all over the world. ACTA also had many destination webinars from partners that provided 
the latest in travel updates. 

• ACTA continued quarterly advocacy townhalls that provided updates on pandemic protocols and 
government regulations, and status updates on travel restrictions.  

• ACTA’s  endorsement of forty-two specialist programs connected Members to more opportunities to enrich 
their expertise in readiness for the expected surge in demand for travel.  

• ACTA continued with the Travel Agency Leaders Advisory (TALA) committee comprised of senior leaders of 
the travel agency community across Canada to provide updates and gather feedback to help shape ACTA’s 
lobbying efforts. 

Our Members with information, contacts, and programs needed to achieve more 
effective awareness and sales. 
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Improved Communications 

• ACTA continued timely, and relevant communications to Members through ACTAVision newsletters, 
advisories, the ACTA website, and trade media. ACTA continuously updated the membership on new 
pandemic-related information and sector-related developments in the industry, as well as professional 
development opportunities to support retail travel business in both the travel agency and host agency/
independent agent models. 

• Quarterly member advocacy townhalls provided updates and received feedback on recovery, government 
regulations, and current travel measures including insights and trends.  

• Weekly destination updates from ACTA partners and sponsors providing the latest in travel updates. 

Social Media Support 

• ACTA continued to leverage Travel Agency Tribes to help promote the value of the travel agent providing 
inspirational images and videos to inspire consumers to travel and use a travel agent. 

• Travel agents were able to utilize BranchUp as a free tool for professional Facebook marketing BranchUp. 

Added-Value Member Benefits 

• During 2022, new benefits were added to heighten member engagement. These included additions to 
the popular MemberPerks saving program and expansion of the ACTAProtect program to include a new 
Virtual Health Care (VHC) benefit, enabling Plan Members access to medical professionals 24/7 from the 
convenience of your home. Improved consumer access to finding ACTA travel agencies and travel agents 
through bookwithatravelagent.com. 

• Expanded the social media toolkit to provide a more robust library of downloadable images to support 
members’ social media campaigns. 

• ACTA relaunched travelagentessentials.ca and provided Member travel agencies savings when training new 
entrants/staff members through this program.                                                                       

Networking Opportunities  

• In 2022, ACTA resumed its Annual Travel Industry Golf Tournament held in Milton, Ontario to raise funds to 
support ACTA lobbying and advocacy efforts. The sold-out event attracted 154 golfers and 30 sponsors and 
more than 200 guests for the cocktail reception and dinner. 

• Summits in Toronto, Vancouver and Laval drew more than 700 Canadian travel agents and 75 exhibitors and 
sponsors eager for the chance to re-connect in person.  

Now that travel restrictions have been eased and/or lifted and travel is booming again, ACTA will be increasing 
its opportunities for more in-person interactions with Members, partners, sponsors and consumers. We are also 
adding a fourth Travel Summit for 2023 which will be held in Europe. 

We Connect 
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We Promote
To elevate industry standards and professionalism through certification, accreditation, 
and other learning opportunities. 

2022 was the year Canadians had been waiting for since the beginning of 
the pandemic – the year the pandemic came under enough control to ease 
restrictions that kept most people in their own little corner of the world for 
too long. For more than two years traveling was only a dream, but in 2022 
it could again be a dream come true.  

2022 was the year recovery began for the retail travel industry and travelers 
looked for peace of mind in their travel choices.  

During the first phase of the pandemic, ACTA and our membership 
focused on financial survival and preparing for the recovery phase for 
the retail travel industry by keeping our expertise current with changes taking place in the travel market. That 
expertise is an important service necessary for recovery and ACTA plans to make sure the traveling public is 
aware of the expert advice available to them by dealing with professional travel agencies and travel advisors. 

Promoting the retail travel industry and the expertise of travel agencies and travel advisors is an offer of peace 
of mind to travelers who want everything to go smoothly when they travel and help and protections when things 
don’t go smoothly. ACTA is already advocating for greater investments by all retail travel industry stakeholders to 
improve the travel experience from start to finish.  

2022 Highlights 

• Travel and Tourism began to open and the bookings for travel became 
high in demand following the easing of travel restrictions. 

• ACTA continued with weekly press releases on advocacy and lobbying 
efforts. 

• ACTA continued to grow its social media presence to reach more 
consumers through Twitter, Instagram, Facebook, and LinkedIn to 
promote the value of travel agents.  

• ACTA promoted the Travel Agent Essentials program on social 
platforms to attract consumers to become part of the industry.  

• A video message from the ACTA Team was sent out on Travel Agent 
Day thanking travel agents for their support and ACTA Team members 
were able to visit local offices in 2022 to further thank them.  

• ACTA continued to utilize the bookwithatravelagent.ca website to keep 
consumers up to date with advisories, as well as find more information 
on becoming a travel agent.  

• ACTA’s President, Wendy Paradis, was nominated and won the award 
for most influential person or group during COVID-19 at the 2022 
TravelPulse Canada Readers’ Choice Awards.   
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In late 2022, as the retail travel industry began to bounce back, ACTA developed our Strategic Imperatives for 
2023 and 2024. All of our goals support ACTA’s updated Mission and Vision, and will assist in rebuilding the 
retail travel industry and establishing awareness that travel agencies and travel advisors are vital and expert travel 
resources. 

Mission: To represent the unified voice of Canadian Travel Agencies, Independent Travel Advisors, and other 
travel professionals, through strategic advocacy, education, certification and accreditation and active member 
engagement. 

Vision: To be recognized as a primary catalyst for the success of the industry ensuring that Travel Agencies and 
Travel Advisors are thought of as vital and expert travel resources. 

We Promote
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Member Services
By necessity, the services ACTA has provided to our membership changed enormously when the pandemic 
began. The upheaval and financial crisis caused by the pandemic has been the biggest threat to the solvency of 
the travel industry and retail travel that we’ve seen in our lifetimes.  

When the pandemic was declared, it was no longer business as usual for our membership and ACTA responded 
to the urgency of the crisis in ways travel agencies, travel agents, and independent contractors needed 
immediately to first, survive the crisis and prepare for recovery, then rebuild through the recovery phases until the 
industry could again focus on profitable growth. 

ACTA’s four pillars: to Advocate, to Educate, to Promote and to Connect never stopped, but priorities shifted to 
how best to support our membership. 

Not only did ACTA become a stronger and more effective voice representing travel agencies and travel advisors, 
the grassroots engagement with ACTA by Members was a boost to our efforts on Members’ behalf. 

2022 was the third straight year where Member engagement and participation has been stronger and more 
important than ever.  

The need to have one strong voice advocate on behalf of our Members, and the retail travel sector, made 
advocacy ACTA’s number one priority again in 2022. In addition to advocacy, ACTA supported our Members 
in all strategic pillars with increased educational opportunities, more communications, virtual and in-person 
connections with industry leaders, suppliers and peers, and constant promotion of the value of travel agencies, 
travel agents and independent travel agents for expert travel advice. 

Members continued to see ACTA’s strong value and sent phone calls and email messages to the ACTA team 
expressing thanks for ACTA’s dedication and strong advocacy over the past three years.  

New Members joined ACTA in all membership categories in 2022.  

2022 Highlights  

Engagement with Members 

• ACTA continued to focus on engagement with Members through 
improved head office, consortia, and frontline communications to 
increase awareness of all the tools and support ACTA provides to help 
travel agencies and travel agents. 

• ACTA’s 2022 Travel Industry Summits in Toronto, Vancouver and Laval 
were a resounding success. More than 700 travel agents participated 
in the one-day events in each city where they had the opportunity 
to connect with industry leaders, peers and travel suppliers and each 
Travel Industry Summit included a trade show with more than 75 
exhibitors.  

• ACTA continued to maintain strong relationships with consortia 
partners Virtuoso, TL Network, Ensemble Travel Group and 
TRAVELSAVERS in support of advocacy initiatives.  

• The Independent Travel Agent Membership category continued to 
grow in 2022. ACTA continued to maintain strong relationships with 
the host agency leaders in support of advocacy for independent travel 
agents. ACTA met several times with the Independent Focus Group to 
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gather feedback on critical issues facing independent travel agents. 
• ACTA continued to work with travel suppliers under the Allied category of membership and hosted several 

meetings with the Destination Committee Members. 
• There was continuous engagement, enthusiasm, and participation with Members in all of ACTA strategic 

pillars, increased communications, increased collaboration on advocacy, more media coverage, stronger 
relationships and profile with governments, travel industry sectors and the public. 

• Increased appreciation and input received from Members especially related to advocacy. 

Added-Value Member Benefits 

• ACTA maintained our popular membership card program, MemberPerks. The savings program offers ACTA 
cardholders access to over 3500 benefits from brand name and local vendors and now includes over 400 
health and wellness offers and reduced rates for travel. 

• The ACTAProtect insurance program continued to offer coverage for errors & omission insurance, fraud, 
cyber-security, home and auto insurance and access to a unique employee benefits program for mental 
health and stress related support, and the new Virtual Health Care benefit. 

• ACTA partnered with Bell to provide ACTA Members an opportunity to be part of their exclusive partner 
program which provided savings on the latest phones and plans. 

Member Services
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Membership Changes  

ACTA continued to monitor and address changes as to how and where travel agents operate in the travel 
retail sector.  In 2022, there continued to be a shift in the marketplace from a traditional travel agency to an 
independent travel agent model. Due to this shift, ACTA’s Independent Travel Agent membership also increased 
by over 30% in 2022. ACTA’s retail membership count increased slightly in 2022 as agencies started to re-open 
their businesses. However, there continues to be closures, mergers and acquisitions, retirements, and a 30 % 
labour shortage in the travel industry. 

ACTA’s Strategic Plan for 2023 and 2024 includes an emphasis on growth in the number of travel agencies 
and travel advisors available in the retail travel industry, and development of more travel agency and travel 
agent expertise to serve clients. Efforts to attract new talent will include social media and job fairs to fill gaps 
left by more than 1,000 travel agency closures and the thousands of travel agents who left the industry through 
retirement or to find viable livelihoods in other industries.

Region Retail Members
BC/Yukon 115

Alberta/NEWT 69

Manitoba/Saskatchewan/Nunavut 57

Ontario 273

Quebec 114

Atlantic 65

Independent Contractors 513

Total Retail Members 1,206

Total Certified Members 1,071

Total Allied Members (includes International) 126

Total Membership 2,403

Total Eligible ACTA Membership Card Holders 6,940

2022 Membership

Member Services
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Board of Directors
ACTA is an association of over 12,000 travel advisors from travel agency, and host agency Members, representing 
approximately 80% of travel agency sales in Canada. ACTA is governed by a Board of Directors that is represented by each 
of the seven regions. The Board of Directors has an Executive Committee. ACTA also has consultative bodies, known as 
Regional Councils that liaison with the Board of Directors, providing grassroots feedback on the matters that directly affect 
the membership. The President reports to the Board. 

Board of Directors
Chair Mary Jane Hiebert, CTC (Manitoba/Nunavut)

Vice-Chair Liz Fleming (BC/Yukon)

Secretary Brian Robertson

Treasurer Louise Gardiner, CTM

Directors Peter Keyter (Alberta/NWT)

Karen Schabel, CTM (Saskatchewan)

Mike Foster, CTC (Ontario)

Geneviève Dupuy-Duplessis (Québec)

Gary Gaudry (Atlantic)

Richard Vanderlubbe

Patrick Doyle

Monica Johnstone CTC
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The ACTA Team
President Wendy Paradis

Director, Marketing, Communications & 
Partnerships 

Marco Pozzobon

Director, Advocacy & Industry Relations Avery Campbell  

Membership Manager Fiona Bowen

Membership Manager (Bilingual) Manon Martel

Manager, Meetings & Events Deanne Mills

Manager, Certification & Exam  Monica Perez-Garcia

Manager, Communications & Marketing  Katherina Thilavanh
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Regional Councils
British Columbia and Yukon Regional Council: 

• Linda Dinsmore CTC, Deluxe Travel/Trevello Travel Group 
• Liz Fleming, North South Travel & Tours Ltd. 
• Shelley Good CTC, CruisePlus Management Ltd. 
• Mark Greenwood, Travel Masters 
• Arlene Henderson CTC, Windward Travel/TPI 
• Michael Scott-Iversen, Hagen’s Travel 
• Darren Single CTM, Odenza Marketing Group Inc. 
• Kimberley Wood, Transat Distribution Group 
• Deidre Baxter, Forbes Travel (Appointment) 
• 
Alberta and Northwest Territories Regional Council: 

• Shelley Ewing CTC, Tier One Travel 
• Peter Keyter, South Travel Inc. / The Travel Lady Agency 
• Terri Jo Lennox CTC, Travel Time 
• Jaime Murphy CTM, Magical Trips/Trevello Travel Group 
• Lesley Paull, Paull Travel 
• Carla Lemaire CTC, MacEwan University (Appointment) 

Saskatchewan Regional Council: 

• Candace Glenney, CAA Saskatchewan 
• Sharon Kaendo, Leisure Travel 2000 
• Jamie Milton CTM, Uniglobe Carefree 
• Karen Schabel CTC, CAA Saskatchewan 

Manitoba and Nunavut Regional Council: 

• Mary Jane Hiebert CTC, Oyster Travel/The Travel Agent Next Door 
• Melanie Carter CTM, CAA Manitoba 
• Cheryl Gilmore CTC, Bonaventure Travel 
• Karen Wiggett CTC, CAA Manitoba 
• Carey Duncan CTC, Travel Quest 
• Scott Marohn – Winnipeg Airports Authority (Appointment) 
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Ontario Regional Council: 

• Maria da Cunha CTC, daCunha Voyages Inc. 
• Mike Foster CTC, Nexion Canada 
• Louise Gardiner CTM, The Agency Solution/The Travel Agent Next Door 
• Monica Johnstone CTC, Uniglobe Travel Innovations 
• Norman Payne CTM, Uniglobe The Premiere Travel Group 
• Patricia (Tisha) Saunders CTC, Marlin Travel (Orangeville) 
• Richard Vanderlubbe, Tripcentral.ca 
• Eugene Winer, Ceremony Travel 
• Doug Ellison (Appointment) 
• Jason Merrithew (Appointment) 

Quebec Regional Council: 

• Véronique Capra, Passion Monde, Voyages Bergeron 
• Geneviève Dupuy – Duplessis, Club Voyages Dumoulin 
• Patrice Malacort, Aviajet-Intl Travel-Voyages Canada 
• Jose Manuel Cerrud CTC, Voyages Terra Natura Travel 
• Johan Marjanek, Voyages en Direct 
• Serge H Malaison, Voyages Centaures 

Atlantic Regional Council: 

New Brunswick 
•  Terry-Ann Jardine CTM, CAA Travel 
Newfoundland 
•  Scott Stone CTC, Universal Travel 
•  Heidi Pound CTC, LeGrow’s Travel 
Nova Scotia 
•  Tammy Russell CTM, CAA TravelMel Stewart CTC, Maritime Travel 
Prince Edward Island 
•  Marilyn Long CTM, CAA Travel 

Regional Councils
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AGM Minutes
MINUTES of the ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING of the
ASSOCIATION OF CANADIAN TRAVEL AGENCIES
VIRTUAL | MAY 31, 2022

Introduction by Chair
ACTA Chair, Mary Jane Hiebert CTC, welcomed attendees and called the meeting to order at 1:05 pm. She introduced the 
President of ACTA, Wendy Paradis.

The Chair addressed that this would be the third Annual General Meeting that ACTA would hold virtually. The decision was 
made given the remaining uncertainty and challenges of COVID-19. A virtual meeting was the most prudent way to hold our 
Meeting and meet the obligations of the Corporation.

Appointment of Secretary

Deanne Mills, Meeting and Event Coordinator for ACTA, was appointed to act as Secretary for the purposes of the meeting 
today.

Introduction of Directors

The Chair introduced the ACTA Directors present at the AGM: Liz Fleming (Chair, British Columbia-Yukon), Peter Keyter 
(Chair, Alberta-Northwest Territories), Karen Schabel CTM (Member of the Saskatchewan Regional Council), Stéphane 
Corbeil (Chair, Québec), Louise Gardiner CTM (Director at Large), Richard Vanderlubbe (Director at Large), Patrick Doyle 
(Appointee), Brian Robertson (Appointee) and Monica Johnstone (Appointee).

The Chair acknowledged the ACTA Directors unable to attend the AGM: Mike Foster CTC (Chair, Ontario).

The Chair introduced the new Nominee to the Board of Directors: Gary Gaudry (Atlantic Region) and Geneviève Dupuy-
Duplessis (Québec)

The Chair thanked all of the members of the Board for their hard work and acknowledged the outgoing members of the 
Board of Directors: Stéphane Corbeil (Chair, Québec) and Glenda Hunter CTM (Chair, Atlantic Region).

Verification of Quorum
Appointment of Scrutineer

Motion: That Fiona Bowen act as scrutineer for this meeting.

Moved by Monica Johnstone and seconded by Richard Vanderlubbe.

All in favour. None opposed. None abstained. CARRIED. The Chair declared the motion passed.

The Chair noted that the notice of meeting was sent to members on May 9, 2022 in accordance with our bylaws, and she 
outlined the rules of procedure for the meeting.

The scrutineer reported that the quorum requirement had been met – the lesser of a) 15% of the voting membership, and b) 
twenty-five (25) members – and it was declared that the meeting was duly constituted for the transaction of business.
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1. Approval of the Minutes of the AGM held on June 23, 2021
Motion: That the Minutes of the Annual General Meeting held June 23, 2021 be approved as presented.

Moved by Karen Schabel CTM and seconded by Peter Keyter.

All in favour. None opposed. None abstained. CARRIED. The Chair declared the motion passed.

The Chair referred to her message on page three of the Annual Report. She acknowledged how quickly the world changed 
in early 2020. ACTA stepped in with leadership and advocacy to help our Members through an unprecedented pandemic. 
The ACTA team re-focused priorities within the strategic pillars - Advocate, Educate, Connect and Promote. They had 
support from the National Board of Directors, Regional Advisory Councils and our Members.

The Chair recognized the hardships that have been imposed on Members throughout this challenging year. ACTA will 
continue to advocate on behalf of Travel Agencies and Travel Agents as we focus on recovery.

2. Annual Report from the Chair

3. Annual Report from the President
The President referred to her message on page four of the Annual Report. She spoke about the challenges that 2020 
presented to ACTA and our Members. ACTA focused on building effective communications, promoting the value of working 
with a professional travel agent, and advocating for the financial viability of our Members and the travel industry.

In 2020, our meetings and gatherings were replaced with virtual meetings and virtual offices. We all persevered in the face 
of crisis. The President spoke about ACTA’s four pillars and how in a pandemic, the ACTA team worked on urgent Advocacy, 
on-going Education, welcomed Promotion of working with professional travel agents and the importance of Connection that 
mattered more than ever.

Special thanks were extended to ACTA’s National Board of Directors and the ACTA team. The President thanked Members 
for their engagement and collaboration.

The President invited all to read ACTA’s 7-Point Plan for Travel Agency and Travel Agent Support and Recovery, contained in 
the 2021 Tourism & Travel Recovery Plan. ACTA is determined to rebuild a strong and vibrant Canadian Travel Agency and 
Travel Agent community with our Members.

4. Financial Statements for the Fiscal Year Ended December 31, 
2021 and Report of the Auditors
The Chair asked Louise Gardiner CTM, ACTA Treasurer, to present the audited 2021 Financial Statements.

Motion: That the 2021 Financial Statements be approved as presented.

Moved by Richard Vanderlubbe and seconded by Liz Fleming.

All in favour. None opposed. None abstained. CARRIED. The Chair declared the motion passed
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5. Appointment of Auditors for 2022 fiscal year
Motion: That Cooper Bick Chen LLP be appointed the auditors for ACTA for 2022 and that the Board of Directors be 
authorized to fix their remuneration.

Moved by Louise Gardiner CTM and seconded by Brian Robertson.

All in favour. None opposed. None abstained. CARRIED. The Chair declared the motion passed.

6. Election of Directors of the Corporation
The Chair stated that it was time to elect the Directors of the Corporation.

On March 2nd, ACTA advised Members of the call for nominations. Applications for the nine positions open were received 
by the deadline. The Nominating Committee met to review the nominations and proposed a slate of Directors. The slate 
was sent to the Members and a deadline was provided should any Member wish to stand for election. No positions were 
challenged and the proposed slate of Directors currently stands. For each position, the Chair asked for a vote to elect the 
nominee:

Vote: to elect Liz Fleming as Director

For: 153

Against: 0

Abstain: 0

There were more For than Against so the Chair declared Liz Fleming as Director.

Vote: to elect Peter Keyter as Director

For: 153

Against: 0

Abstain: 0

There were more For than Against so the Chair declared Peter Keyter as Director.

Vote: to elect Karen Schabel CTM as Director

For: 153

Against: 0

Abstain: 0

There were more For than Against so the Chair declared Karen Schabel CTM as Director.

Vote: to elect Mary Jane Hiebert CTC as Director

For: 153

Against: 0

Abstain: 0

There were more For than Against so the Chair declared Mary Jane Hiebert CTC as Director.
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Vote: to elect Michael Foste as Director

For: 153

Against: 0

Abstain: 0

There were more For than Against so the Chair declared Michael Foste as Director.

Vote: to elect Geneviève Dupuy-Duplessis as Director

For: 153

Against: 0

Abstain: 0

There were more For than Against so the Chair declared Geneviève Dupuy-Duplessis as Director.

Vote: to elect Gary Gaudry as Director

For: 153

Against: 0

Abstain: 0

There were more For than Against so the Chair declared Gary Gaudry as Director.

Vote: to elect Louise Gardiner CTM as Director

For: 153

Against: 0

Abstain: 0

There were more For than Against so the Chair declared Louise Gardiner CTM as Director.

Vote: to elect Richard Vanderlubbe as Director

For: 153

Against: 0

Abstain: 0

There were more For than Against so the Chair declared Richard Vanderlubbe as Director.

7. Other Formal Business
The Chair asked members if there was any further formal business to be brought before the meeting. No additional items 
were raised.

8. Destruction of Proxies
Motion: That the proxies used for this meeting be destroyed by June 30, 2022.

Moved by Gary Gaudry and seconded by Peter Keyter.

All in favour. None opposed. None abstained. CARRIED. The Chair declared the motion passed.
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9. Termination of Meeting
Motion: That the meeting be adjourned.

Moved by Louise Gardiner CTM and seconded by Richard Vanderlubbe.

All in favour. None opposed. None abstained. CARRIED. The Chair declared the motion passed.

The Chair concluded by thanking our national sponsors for the year 2021: Air Canada, Allianz Global Assistance, Bell, 
BrokerLink Insurance Brokers, Celebrity Cruises, CIE Tours, Enterprise Holdings, Greater Toronto Airports Authority, Israel 
Ministry of Tourism, Jamaica Tourist Board, Manulife Financial Travel Insurance, Marriott International, Park ’N Fly, Regent 
Seven Seas Cruises, Seabourn Cruise Line, Stico, Travel Learning Campus, VIA Rail and WestJet.

Deanne Mills

Acting as Meeting Secretary
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Étatats financiers pour 2022
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ACTA’s 2022 Corporate Partners have invested their time and resources in order to 
support our vision of a healthy and vibrant retail travel industry where the Travel Agent  
is  recognized as an expert resource. Proud Partners understand that Travel Agents are 
essential to their success and recovery of the industry.

Thank you to our 
Corporate Partners

ACTA Platinum Corporate Partners

ACTA Gold Corporate Partners

ACTA Silver Corporate Partners

ACTA Bronze Corporate Partners

ACTA Consortia Corporate Partners




